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Abstract16

The species-area relationship (SAR) is widely applied in ecology. Mathematically it is17

usually expressed as either a semi-log or power-law relationship, with the former being18

introduced by Gleason and the latter by Arrhenius. We here resolve the dispute about19

which form of the SAR to prefer by introducing a novel model that smoothly transforms20

between the Gleason semi-log (GSL) and Arrhenius power law (APL) forms. The model21

introduced has the form of lnq(S) = a + z lnA, with lnq being a generalized logarithmic22

function which is a linear map (y = x) for q = 0 and a logarithmic map (y = ln x) for23

q = 1 and q can take any intermediate value between 0 and 1. We applied this model to24

100 datasets (mostly islands), linking species richness to island area. The APL was the25

preferred model in 68% of head-to-head comparisons with the GSL. Both models were26

supported in 40% of cases. In just under half (44%) of the cases an intermediate model27

best explained the data. The results demonstrate the utility of a simple intermediate SAR28

model. Visualizing the profile of the range of model fits for all q ∈ [0, 1] allows us to gain29

extra insight into SARs not yielded by head-to-head comparisons of GSL and APL. The30

mathematics related to the generalized logarithmic function introduced here promises to31

have application to other areas of mathematical ecology, for instance in population biol-32

ogy models.33
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1 Introduction37

One of the earliest and persistently robust observations in the field of biogeography and38

ecology is that the diversity of species of a taxon increases in a predictable way with the39

area surveyed or the total area available (i.e., as on an oceanic island). This species-area40

relationship (SAR) has been described as the closest thing to a rule in ecology (Lomolino,41

2000). SARs have become fundamental to the understanding of patterns of biodiversity42

and a critical tool for predicting biodiversity loss (Connor & McCoy (1979); Triantis et43

al. (2012); Dakare et al., 2006). The form and parameterisation of SARs are known to44

be significantly affected by sampling scheme, spatial scale, and the types of organisms or45

habitats involved (Lomolino, 1989; Dakare et al., 2006; Fattorini et al., 2017; Shrader et46

al., 2019).47

48

First observed as a qualitative phenomenon by naturalists such as J. R. Forster (Forster,49

1778), it was originally presented in mathematical form by Arrnehius (1921) as a power50

law:51

S = cAz (1)

where S is species richness, A is area and c and z are parameters which are determined52

empirically. This was almost immediately challenged by Gleason (1922) who counter-53

proposed a SAR with a semi-log form (hereafter GSL):54

S = a+ b lnA. (2)

One of Gleason’s main critiques of the Arrhenius’ power law SAR (hereafter APL) was55

that it gave “impossibly high estimates” for large areas. In practice, this is not a such56

problem for oceanic islands, since island size is naturally bounded and usually relatively57

small (one of the largest oceanic islands is the large island of Hawaii which is approxi-58
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mately 10457 km2, but more typical are the islands of the Cape Verde archipelago which59

range from around 2 to 1000 km2). This consideration has, however, led to later scale-60

dependant variants of the SAR, for instance the persistence model of Plotkin et al. (2000)61

for tropical forest plots (i.e., Plotkin, 2000) and the triphasic SAR model applicable across62

many orders of magnitude of scale (see Hubbell, 2001). At the scales we are interested63

in for this study, this consideration is is largely irrelevant. In contrast, however, of par-64

ticular relevance for us here is the observation that, for many field studies, the reported65

data often falls somewhere between the power law and semi-log models (i.e., Simberloff &66

Gotelli, 1984; Gitay et al., 1991). This suggests that a simple head-to-head comparison67

between the APL and GSL models may be inadequate.68

69

Tjørve (2012) proposed a hybrid model SAR to better fit datasets which did not cleanly70

fit an APL or GSL pattern. This model involved simply multiplying the two models71

together while introducing parameters to “slide” between mixed states of the GSL and72

APL i.e.:73

S =

(

c1 + b logA

)
dA

A+n

×

(

c2A
z

)1− dA
A+n

(3)

where c1, c2, b, d and n are parameters.74

75

This model has one immediate major problem, however, which is the number of free76

parameters it now contains. Tjørve resolves this problem by fixing four of the six pa-77

rameters, b, z, c1 and c2, so that only two parameters, d and n, remained to be fitted by78

regression. However, this fixing of parameters causes Equation 3 to fail to be equivalent79

to the APL and GSL in the cases where one would expect it to be (see Appendix 1 in the80

Supplementary Materials). This model has the advantage that it is capable of generating81

sigmoid curves. Some SARs based on the contiguous expansion of sample area have been82
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observed to be sigmoid in log-log space (see Rosenzweig, 1995; Tjørve & Tjørve, 2008),83

although we are not concerned with those here.84

85

In this study we present a novel method of constructing SARs intermediate between the86

APL and GSL forms which does not suffer from the drawbacks resulting from the inclusion87

of the many extra parameters necessary to define and fit the Tjørve model of Equation 3.88

Our approach utilises the generalised logarithmic function which has not previously been89

part of the mathematical ecologist’s toolkit and is likely to be useful in other contexts90

(see Section ??). The resulting model contains only one additional free parameter and is91

identical to the regular APL and GSL in the limit cases (q = 1 and q = 0). We test the92

new approach on 100 datasets gathered from the literature, including the original datasets93

of Arrhenius and Gleason.94

95

2 Methods96

2.1 The generalised logarithmic transform97

For a conceptual picture of this function imagine you set out walking on an infinite plain98

with a very large bag of pegs. After a metre you put a peg in the ground and then two99

metres further on you put another peg in the ground and then four metres after that you100

put down another peg and then eight metres, sixteen and so on and so on off into the101

distance as long as you have pegs and time (theoretically indefinitely, this being a thought102

experiment). Now imagine, having done this, you summon a Djinn to compress all of space103

itself so all of your pegs become 1m apart. This is a logarithmic transformation of that104

space (base 2 in this illustration). In imagining the last part of this thought experiment105

you likely visualised the space being continuously compressed. If you could stop the106

process at any point between the pegs being increasing powers of two metres apart and107
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being equidistant then that is what we mean by a generalised logarithmic transformation.108

The parameter q, used throughout the remainder of this paper, refers conceptually to109

where you halt the compression of space. Mathematically such a function (in base e) can110

be defined as:111

lnq (x) =

∫ x

q

dt

tq
(4)

Equation 4 is a modified form of the generalised logarithmic function as given in Tsalis112

(2016) with the bottom limit changed from 1 to q. This makes the transformation exact113

rather than approximate (see also Martinez, 2008). This then evaluates as114

lnq x =















xp
−qp

p
if q 6= 1

ln x if q = 1

(5)

Where p = 1 − q and q ∈ [0, 1] (derivation of this given in Appendix 2). This function115

smoothly transforms between a null transform (ln0 x = x) and a natural logarithmic116

transform (ln1 x = ln x). Equation 5 is a modification of the Box Cox transform which117

is already approximately what we seek (the Box Cox transform goes from y = lnx to118

y = x + 1 instead of to y = x so it just slightly “misses the mark”). This is fixed by the119

introduction of the qp term. The relation of Equation 4 to the Box Cox transformation is120

given in detail in Appendix 2 in the Supplementary Materials, along with a discussion of121

the additional mathematical properties of this function.122

2.2 A new hybrid SAR model123

The GSL model can be expressed as a log-transformed version of the APL i.e.,124

S = ln (cAz) = ln c+ z lnA. (6)

Therefore a function such as that defined in Equation 5 can smoothly transition from a125
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linear map to a logarithmic map, producing a very simple hybrid SAR model i.e.,126

S = lnq (cA
z). (7)

This hybrid SAR only has a single free parameter, q, which smoothly and exactly trans-127

forms between the APL and the GSL forms. Having a single free parameter which tracks128

how we “slide” from the APL to the GSL also has the distinct advantage that we can129

then plot on a simple two dimensional graph, the q value against the goodness of fit of130

the model (i.e., AIC or BIC), which gives us a way to visualise the model fits against the131

data in a novel way.132

133

2.3 Data134

We analysed 100 datasets for which at least one of either the APL or GSL were statis-135

tically significant. Data was collated from GIFT database and from datasets previously136

published in the literature. A full list of the sources of the data used is provided in Ap-137

pendix 3 in the Supplementary Materials. For Arrhenius and Gleason’s original datasets138

(Arrhenius, 1921; Gleason, 1922) we present the analysis in detail, since these were the139

data that were the historical context for the original APL vs GSL debate. Arrhenius used140

species counts for plant associations of different types lying in the islands of Stockholm,141

sampled areas increasing by square decimetres up to 100, except for weed association142

species where the maximum area was 300 square decimetres. Gleason, by contrast, used143

species counts of a series of scattered and contiguous quadrats for aspen associations in144

North Michigan. In Arrhenius’s data set, the Pinus woody species were aggregated, sim-145

ilar to Tjørve (2012), and the weed association species considered separately.146

147
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2.4 Analysis148

The form of Equation 7 which we actually test against the data is149

lnq S = z lnA+ d (8)

where d = ln c. This model (hereafter referred to as the SqA model, or SqA family of150

models) can be fitted by simple linear regression. It is worth noting that the q here is not151

the same q as in Equation 7 but they are related. See Appendix 2 in the Supplementary152

Materials for a full discussion of this along with additional details on the algebra of the153

generalized logarithmic function. Henceforth when we refer to the q value of an SqA154

model we are referring to the q in Equation 8.155

156

Models were compared using the second-order bias correction to the Akaike Information157

Criterion (AICc) recommended for small samples (Burnham & Anderson, 2003). When158

using AICc, the model with the lowest value is considered to be the best, that is closest159

to the unknown “true” model. Models within an absolute difference (∆AICc) of one or160

two units are usually considered to be indistinguishable in statistical power (Sakamoto et161

al. 1986; Triantis et al. 2003). Thus we consider a model to be equally well supported by162

the data as another model if it had ∆AIC < 2 following Triantis et al. (2003).163

164

In Equation 8 we are continuously transforming the response variable as we vary q. This165

poses a novel problem if we want to compare models by AICc, since we are comparing the166

residuals of a model in spaces which are being differently deformed relative to each other167

so AICc values will not be directly comparable in any case except where the q values of the168

models are equal. There is a way we can correct for this problem and recover useful AICc169

comparisons between models in this context, however. This is by employing a Jacobian170

term as advised by Akaike (1978). This Jacobian transformation, the same one used when171
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changing variables in calculus, is multiplied by the likelihood function when comparing172

models in different co-ordinate systems by likelihood. Since AIC is constructed from the173

log-likelihood, however, this turns out to be a simple additive correction:174

AICcQ = AICc+ 2q

(

∑

i

ln si

)

. (9)

where si is the number of species in the ith sample or island and q is the q in Equation175

8. The novel part here is how the q term is incorporated. Fortunately this tuns out to be176

as simple an intuitive as we could have wished it to be (i.e., we just multiply the usual177

Jacobian correction by q).178

179

Having established this criterion for model comparison, we considered the interval q ∈180

[0, 1], divided this interval into 100 segments and ran a regression for Equation 8 for each181

101 q values in this range (i.e., including q = 0 which corresponds to the GSL model)182

using fitlm in MATLAB R219b. For each regression we extracted the AICc and the183

p-values of the slope and the intercept from model structure outputs. We then plotted184

the q values for models against the AICc values for only those values of q which generated185

a statistically significant model. A model was deemed statistically significant if both the186

slope and the intercept were statistically significant at the 95% level in a space where the187

model is a linear fit to the data (i.e., log-log space for the APL and log-linear space for188

the GSL). In addition, for each dataset we stored the q value for the optimal SqA model,189

as well as the range of q values which represent the spread of models which were equally190

well supported by AICc. The graphs thus generated i.e., in Figures 1 and 2 give the AICc191

profile for all statistically significant SqA models as a continuous curve interpolated from192

101 equidistant model fits.193

194

In the Results we give overall statistics for all model fits. The q versus AICc graphs are195

only given there for the Arrhenius and Gleason datasets. However, these graphs are given196
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for the remainder of the model fits in Appendix 4 in the Supplementary Materials.197

198

3 Results199

3.1 Arrhenius Stockholm dataset200

For the (aggregated) Pinus wood species in Arrhenius’ study we have the optimal SqA201

model at 0.5 < q < 0.8. All SqA models are statistically significant ∀q. For the weed202

association species, the optimal SqA model was in the range 0.75 < q < 0.95. There was203

a statistical significance cutoff at around q = 0.4, that is no SqA models with q < 0.4204

were statistically significant. If only the APL and GSL were compared, the APL would205

be preferred for both datasets.206

207

3.2 Gleason North Michigan dataset208

The scattered quadrats clearly show a semi-log SAR (q = 0). For the contiguous quadrats209

the power law is actually preferred on a head to head comparison, although the optimum210

model was q = 0.79 which is better supported (∆AICc > 2) statistically than the APL211

model.212

213

3.3 Example model fit graphs214

Examples of the model fits against the data are shown in Figure 3, where we see how the215

APL, the GSL and the optimum SqA SAR fit the real data. In the case of Arrhenius’216

Pinus woody species (Figure 3 A), the raw data more strongly supported the APL. For217

Gleason’s contiguous quadrats of aspens the data more strongly supported an interme-218

diate model, although the GSL would still have registered as statistically significant if it219
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was the only model tested. In both cases, the optimal SqA model was a better fit for the220

data than either the APL or the GSL.221

222

3.4 Statistics for model fits over the 100 datasets223

The APL was statistically significant for 90 % of the datasets and the GSL was statisti-224

cally significant for 50 % of the datasets (the datasets were chosen such that either the225

APL or the GSL were statistically significant for all 100 datasets). On head to head226

comparisons (i.e., if the intermediate models are not considered), the APL is preferred in227

the majority (68 %) of cases. The GSL was preferred in 26 % of cases. In 6 % of cases the228

APL and GSL models were equally well supported by AICc (∆AICc < 2). Both models229

were at least statistically significant (if not preferred) in 40 % of cases.230

231

The ranges of q values for statistically equally well supported models are shown in Figure232

4. We see here that there are a majority of datasets where an intermediate model would233

be preferred but also that the APL would be preferred in the majority of cases in a head-234

to-head comparison the GSL. There are a number of cases for which we have q = 1 as the235

optimal model but hardly any for which we have q = 0 as the optimal model. Overall,236

higher q values predominated (mean 0.7, median 0.76). The range of q values representing237

SqA models of ∆AICc < 2 versus the optimum model was, however , rather large (mean238

0.4, median 0.3). This is illustrated in Figure 5. In 44 % of cases neither the APL or239

the GSL models were contained within the ∆AICc < 2 interval around the optimal SqA240

model.241

242
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4 Discussion243

When comparing the APL and GSL head-to-head, two results suggest that an interme-244

diate model might perform better than either form of the SAR in some cases. Firstly,245

both models were statistically significant for 40 % of the datasets, and these cases could246

therefore count as support for either model, if only the APL and the GSL were consid-247

ered. Secondly, in only a few (6 %) of the cases were the APL and GSL equally well248

supported by AICc. The first point is well illustrated by fits for the Aspen association249

data of Gleason. If taken together, the contiguous and scattered quadrats show statistical250

support for the GSL. However, the contiguous quadrats are actually better fit by the APL.251

252

The results of the model fits for the 100 datasets fall into three main categories of interest:253

1. where either the APL or GSL would be clearly preferred on a head-to-head com-254

parison and one of them is the optimal model.255

2. where both are equally well supported by AICc.256

3. where an intermediate model is clearly preferred.257

In just under half (44%) of cases, a hybrid model (q 6= 1, q 6= 0) was preferred and258

neither the GSL or the APL were equally well supported as the optimal model by AICc259

(∆AICc < 2). Thus we find that we concur with Tjørve (2012) in that, for a large260

proportion of the datasets in the literature, the best fit is a model somewhere between261

the APL and GSL. Indeed, 3 of the 4 original datasets used to derive the APL and262

GSL models are better described by intermediate models. If we take averages over the263

datasets, however, then we do see broad support for the general practise of using the APL264

as the default SAR model. The mean of q = 0.7 together with a wide average range of265

∆q ≈ 0.4 of models which were considered as good as the optimum model (∆AICc <, 2)266

indicates that the APL should at least show no substantial lack of fit in most cases. This267
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is consistent with the findings of Conner and McCoy (1979) who found that of the 100268

datasets they examined the APL showed no substantial lack of fit for 75 of those datasets.269

270

4.1 Intermediate species-area relationships and distributions and271

the relationship to underlying relative abundance distribu-272

tions273

Beginning with Preston (1962) and summarised by May (1975), various scholars have274

noted that there is a theoretical mathematical relationship between underlying abun-275

dance distributions (SADs) and the emergent SARs. Key to these arguments is that one276

assumes that the same underlying SAD applies at different scales and the SAR is then277

obtained by regressing across data at these different scales (all SARs are inferred by re-278

gression across samples or islands of different sizes). Using this assumption the log-series279

SADs and semi-log SARs and lognormal type SADs and power law SARs can be con-280

nected, in that the SAR can be taken as a manifestation of the underlying SAD(s) at a281

larger but more coarse grained scale. But what if the underlying distributions on different282

scales are mixed (some log-series-like and some lognormal-like)? One interpretation of the283

q value of a SAR is that it might represent the degree of mixture of underlying abundance284

distributions which we are regressing across to determine our SAR. This is illustrated in285

Figure 6.286

287

4.2 A remark on scattered versus contiguous quadrats288

It is the scattered quadrats, rather than the contiguous quadrats, which furnish the clear-289

est justification for the GSL in Gleason’s dataset. In Arrhenius’s 1923 reply to Gleason’s290

original paper (Arrhenius, 1923) he noted that Gleason’s contiguous quadrats are well291
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fitted by his own model, as we independently verified in this study. It is also relevant that292

Gleason (1922) stated that he expected the accumulation of species with area to have a293

different character for scattered rather than contiguous quadrats.294

295

Following, and expanding on, Gleason’s logic, we can expect of contiguous quadrats that296

they should result in a relatively slow but long-continued increase in species, whereas297

with scattered quadrats rarer species throughout the whole sample should appear earlier298

in the count, resulting in a rapid initial rise followed by an early decline in increase on new299

species counted. In its most general form the argument is as follows: With contiguous300

quadrats, as surveyed area increases then rare species in the first few quadrats which may301

also be present in the next few quadrats have already been counted (since the contiguous302

quadrats are necessary close together the first few are likely to share species both rare and303

common). More distant rare species are only encountered later.The situation is different304

for scattered quadrats. Gleason spaced his scattered quadrats as far apart as he could305

within his experimental design. This is most clearly stated in his 1925 paper following306

Arrhenius’s 1923 reply (Gleason, 1925). The first few quadrats which contribute to the307

species count in a scattered quadrat regime are less likely to share rare species, so the308

species count will initially increase faster. Counting in this manner (more similar to ran-309

dom sampling) we are more likely to more quickly converge representative estimate of the310

overall number of species in the surveyed areas. Thus, the observed increase of species311

with area, and hence the apparent form of the SAR, will change with the sampling design.312

Figure 7 illustrates the expected increase of species with area under the GSL versus the313

APL. From these curves and the above arguments, we can see how the progression of the314

species count (with increasing area) under a regime of scattered quadrats will more likely315

lead us to infer the GSL, whereas the progression of the species count under a regime of316

contiguous quadrats will more likely lead us to infer the APL.317

318
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4.3 Application of generalised logarithms beyond species-area319

relationships320

The inverse of the generalized logarithmic function if the generalized exponential function:321

expq = (px+ qp)1/p. (10)

this can be used to construct a random variables based on an exponential random vari-322

able but with a variable bias i.e., a random variable which smoothly transforms from an323

exponential random variable to a uniform random variable based on the value of a single324

parameter (q) :325

X =
expq(U)

expq(1)
(11)

(or X = 1− expq(U)

expq(1)
) where U is the uniform distribution.326

327

This has applications in stochastic modelling. A specific application of this which relates328

to population biology is the unification of niche apportionment models (Carey, 2021).329

Robert MacArthur (MacArthur, 1957, 1960) introduced a simple stochastic model of how330

the total niche space could be divided stochastically to model species abundance distri-331

butions. Tokeshi (1990, 1996) provided an expanded classification of such models which332

could reproduce observed abundance distributions. The adjustable random variable de-333

fined in Equation 11 can be inserted into these stochastic models such that they all become334

aspects of a single model (Carey, 2021).335

336
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5 Conclusion337

If we just compare the APL and the GSL models head to head then the APL will be pre-338

ferred for the majority, but by no means all of cases. The GSL is preferred or equally well339

supported in enough cases to make it a useful alternative model if we were just comparing340

the two models head-to-head. In just under half of cases however, we have an intermediate341

model (q 6= 0, 1) that is better supported statistically than either the GSL or APL. This342

strongly implies the utility of an intermediate SAR model. This is also theoretically ne-343

cessitated, if we consider that regressing on underlying species abundance distributions of344

different types should yield intermediate SARs. The particular intermediate SAR model345

introduced here improves functionally and aesthetically on previous integration attempts.346

In addition, the generalised logarithmic function that we introduce here and the algebra347

associated with it should have much wider application to other problems in mathematical348

ecology and biology.349

350

Figure 1: SqA model fits for Pinus wood species and weed association species from Arrhenius’s
1921 study of sites located in the islands of Stockholm. The red boxes indicate the range of SqA
models which were within ∆AICc < 2 of the optimal model. The black line on right hand side
graph of weed association species indicates the cut off for statistically significant models, with
no SqA models statistically significant for with q < 0.4
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Figure 2: SqA model fits for scattered and contiguous quadrats for aspen associations in North
Michigan from Gleason’s 1922 study. The red boxes indicate the range of models which were
within ∆AICc < 2 of the optimal model.

Figure 3: Graphs illustrating the model fits for the Arrhenius power law (APL = grey),
Gleason semi-log (GSL = orange) and optimal lnq S = d + lnA (SqA = yellow) SAR model
fits against the raw data (blue dots) for (A) Arrhenius’s Pinus woody species data and (B)
Gleason’s contiguous quadrats aspen association data. For the Arrhenius Pinus woody species,
in linear space, residual sum of squares (RSS) for the GSL = 31.411, APL = 18.627, optimal
SqA = 8.074. For the Gleason contiguous quadrats, RSS for GSL = 28.821, APL = 8.925,
optimal SqA = 3.070.
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Figure 4: Optimum q values and q ranges for models equally supported by AICc (∆AICc < 2
versus the optimal model) for models of the type lnq S = d + z lnA for 100 datasets gathered
from the literature. Datasets arranged in order of increasing optimum q value.
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Figure 5: Graphs of summary statistics for models of the type lnq S = d+z lnA for 100 datasets
gathered from the literature. (A) and (B) show the distribution of q values for the optimal SqA
models (lowest AICc) and (C) and (D) show the distribution ranges of q values for SqA models
which were statistically equivalent (∆AICc < 2 versus the optimal model). For the optimal q
values we have Mean = 0.70, Standard Deviation = 0.30, Median = 0.76 Q1 = 0.52, Q3 = 0.99
and Interquartile Range = 0.47.The ranges of q values for “equally good” models (∆AICc < 2)
around the optimum model had Mean = 0.37, Standard Deviation = 0.27, Median = 0.30, Q1
= 0.17 , Q3 = 0.52 and Interquartile Range = 0.36.
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Figure 6: Log-series type species abundance distributions (SADs), when scaled across islands
of different areas imply a semi-log species area relationship (SAR) and lognormal distributions
scaled across islands of different area imply a power law SAR. A mix of different underlying
SADs across different scales would imply an intermediate SAR somewhere between the power
law and the semi-log SAR. The straight lines and downward curved lines represent geometric
series and log-series distributions respectively and the positively skewed hump-shaped shapes
represent lognormal distributions.
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Figure 7: A comparison of a power law (dashed line) asn a semi-log SAR (dotted and dashed
line) on a log-log plot. Not that the semi-log SAR initially accumulates more species than the
power law and then later less. This is relevant to the interpretation of Gleason’s results using
scattered versus contiguous quadrats (see main text). Figure adapted from Tjørve (2011)
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